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Euro Collection: p.26
Contemporary beauty for a whole new century. A complete design concept:

quality of life.
natural

sleek, open surfaces and shapes for easy entertaining. Unconventional style
and modern forms.

Era Collection: p.40

teak
standard finish

A collection inspired by four different period styles, detailed for authenticity and

To maintain this for today and future generations, Kitchen Craft has achieved certification in the Kitchen

translated for a modern life. From Colonial and Pioneer to Classic and Golden
Age. What’s your era?

style, space and your life
Yes, there is a look for every lifestyle, and yes, you can make the most of any
space. In these pages you’ll see all the newest ways in which Kitchen Craft’s
rich history combines with our fashion-forward approach to create lifestyle
expressions for every budget. Lifestyle expressions: easy.

natural

White oak
standard finish

Cabinet Manufacturers Association’s (KCMA) Environmental Stewardship Program. This ensures our

product meets the lowest emission standards for better indoor air quality, employs the use of 100%

recycled materials, sources hardwoods from credible sustainable foresters, and adopts a company-

natural

wide reduce and recycle program.

Lexington Maple Weathered Slate
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kitchens
Cook up some good looks. Kitchens today combine unprecedented amenities with bold personal style. With creative combinations
from Kitchen Craft, you can put together the look and the functions that fit your lifestyle. Family dinners, relaxed entertaining, formal
events, casual elegance—whatever your taste and needs, our heritage and innovation are at your service. Have an idea file? A blank
slate? Either way, it’s easy to imagine the look you want and make it come true. It’s your recipe all the way: your ingredients are ready.
To express yourself, just follow the leader.

Summit Cherry Ginger and Maple Espresso
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confident
The height of sophistication, this wide
sweep

of

contemporary

richness

gives you scope for entertaining on
a grand scale. There’s sleek strength
in the height of the stacked cabinets,
for a dramatic and versatile use of
space throughout. With Kitchen Craft’s
frameless construction, you can use
any space masterfully.

Summit Maple Espresso
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Evident style. Yours, that
is. It’s easy! This moulding
stack is a personal touch
that defines the space with a
delicate dignity. Whatever your
lifestyle, Kitchen Craft gives
you choices for every space.

sunny
It’s a bright new day when you can
make any space work for you, with
personality! Kitchen Craft’s hundreds
of combinations help you design your
look down to the finest of details. Here
the kitchen is opened to the passage
of light both inside and outside, with

Character. And lots of it
in a small space. The split
estate post adds a hint of
classical form and carves
out extra refinement while
complementing the quiet
lines of this kitchen.

mouldings and cabinets enhancing a
bright crispness.

Sparkle. In all the right
spots. Glass doors become
a unifying feature, both
defining the space and
connecting it to dining area
and window views. Undercabinet moulding adds
depth to the corner.

Lexington Maple Millstone
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gracious
Two large islands establish the scale,
detail and sculptural quality of this
kitchen and anchor its open flow.
Brookfield’s chiseled inlays in island
doors and wall cabinets display the
darkness of the Espresso finish to
perfection against the silvery paleness of
counters and surfaces. Glass doors and
plate rack enhance the open feeling.
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Brookfield Cherry Espresso

inviting
A kitchen-lover’s dream. Defined by
large butcher blocks, arrayed with
cloud-white marble, this expanse of
cabinets in Palomino premium finish
brings professional verve and a wealth
of storage options to a manor-houseinspired kitchen. The wide professional
range takes center stage. Come in. Your
chef’s table awaits!

Lexington Maple Palomino
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No matter what story you want to tell, Kitchen Craft has the assortment,
the styles and finishes, and all the details to bring it together. Whether the
vision is prairie chic or traditional warmth, your materials are at hand.

expressive
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Plymouth Alder Natural

Regency Maple Alabaster

lively
Entertainment never looked quite like
this before. Kitchen Craft’s vast array
of styles and combinations is evident in
the elegant coordination of maple doors
in both Ginger finish and Cappuccino,
creating a smooth complement to
sparkling art tiles and dramatic column
mouldings. Let the conversations begin.

Salem Maple Ginger and Cappuccino
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pristine
Premium finish Alabaster with premium
glaze Pewter combine for a perfect
match in the wintry brilliance of this
kitchen’s palette. A massive and crisply
turned leg anchors the long dining
island. Bright nickel fixtures punctuate
polished surfaces. The antique leaded
glass window fits right in, a fine personal
touch for this stately space.
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Lexington Maple Alabaster Pewter Glaze

other rooms
Cabinets make more than kitchens. Any room in your house can have designer flair, with the Kitchen Craft versatility of styles,
finishes and details. Bathroom, work room, laundry room, nook or cranny—wherever you can use some extra organization and a
dash of personal style, think Kitchen Craft. From personal spa to personal space, a fine bathroom calls for vision, be it organized
retreat or inspired staging area for nights out. You know what you need. We have the ways to make it happen.

Summit Cherry Sienna
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Some rooms multitask. Some do one thing beautifully. Example: a superbly
many-purposed room whose trim lines suit both clerestory lighting and
everyday tasks. Example: a high-style bath of straight lines and curves. Your
function, your form.

tailored
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Lexington Maple Black

Summit Cherry Sienna

Scale at its most effective. A “floating” bank of cabinets lends cool
serenity to this refined space. Wide stiles and rails and reverse-raised
panels give Newhaven loads of character and inspire the shape of the
elegant center column.

warm

cool

A well designed bath enhances the
personality of the rest of the home.
That’s

true

whether

you

choose

cabinetry to match or contrast with
other rooms. Using an arched valance,
fluting and raised panel door help
provide a classic formality and allow
the rich finish to cast a warm glow.

Brookfield Maple Espresso

Newhaven Maple Cappuccino
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euro collection

euro collection
Contemporary spaces thrive on simplicity. Designing them should be simple, too. Enter the new Euro collection by Kitchen Craft,
an all-embracing design concept of unencumbered surfaces and shapes for easy entertaining. Enjoy unconventional style and
modern forms in door styles, embellishments, species and finishes such as bamboo, eco white oak, high gloss solid colors and high
gloss wood tones. Kitchen Craft’s frameless construction offers full access to cabinet interiors. Whether straight-edged or organic,
industrial or glossy, your Euro look can come together in surprisingly easy ways.

Calvi Thermofoil Gloss Red
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Incredibly sleek. The warmth of exotic woods. The gloss of angular
chic. This is modern style for a whole new century! Euro is a fusion
of themes that are detailed with sophisticated embellishments (legs,
casters, and hardware) in aluminum and nickel and styles from brushed
to satin to reflective.

euro collection

the euro look

Euro Door Styles: Calvi, Napoli, Pamli, Sapri, Terni
Euro Embellishments: Aluminum Square Leg, Brushed Aluminum
Tapered Leg, Brushed Aluminum Tall Tapered Leg, Aluminum Finish
Caster, Nickel Leg
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lofty
Euro-flair, exotic woodgrain looks, and

possible by the
thermofoil.

smooth authority of

A warm, quiet, yet highly

distinctive look. Pamli’s sophistication
and flat panels are your necessary
ingredients

for

efficient

storage

solutions, glamorous sightlines and a
vision of modern living.
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Pamli Thermofoil Gloss Palermo and Prosecco

euro collection

the sweep of urbane living all made

Towering versatility with more

Classic Americana meets European

options for spacious décor, wide-

purism in the square frame Sapri

open entertaining. A modern look

style. Cherry contrasts with high-

for a traditional wood such as cherry

gloss thermofoil to gorgeously define

brings new energy to a room. Clean

functional spaces. A deep, square

edges for an open display unit help

edged sink finds its perfect embrace

you turn a new corner.

in Calvi’s brilliant white.

forthright

euro collection

State your case for the meeting of
elegance and updated modern living. An
open, loft-style floor plan receives a jolt
of definition, as strong horizontals and
verticals partner to create a lively dining
and entertaining area. Add ever-useful
shelves to dramatic scale and you’ve
set the stage for a creative lifestyle.

Sapri Cherry Nutmeg
Calvi Thermofoil Gloss White
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Fun. Think anti-vintage.
These are not your
grandmother’s glass door
knobs. Glass cube pulls with
glass and brushed nickel
bases make spots of cool on
hot red doors. Their clarity
works in quantity.

bold

euro collection

Adept use of textural contrast and
daring color makes a striking statement.

Variety. Textured glass doors

Here Thermofoil styles harmonize in two

with steel frames bring subdued

finishes to be confident and carefree.

sparkle to a streamlined kitchen.

A

embellishments—your key to

distinctive

stainless

steel

hood

punctuates the open layout, for a
signature that's both practical and

The Euro toolkit has up-to-date
making a room that is both cutting
edge and stylishly personal.

dramatic.

Verve. Some cabinets get toe
kicks, some get posts, some
get legs. This kitchen gets it
all: the aluminum square leg
adds variety and punches up
the interplay of tile, gloss and
vertical woodgrain work area.
Calvi Thermofoil Gloss Red
Pamli Thermofoil Gloss Camagon
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Golden hued, highly sustainable bamboo, punctuated by glossy black,
for a warm take on mid-century modern. The continuous surfaces flow
gently, detailed with open display areas and subtle, dark finger pulls.

euro collection

suave
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Terni Bamboo Natural
Calvi Thermofoil Gloss Black

The beauty of frameless
construction. European
inspired full access
cabinet design makes the
difference in a small space,
for increased storage and
usability. Optional natural
maple interior adds smooth

precise

elegance.

euro collection

Substantial beauty on a small stage.
This corner makes the most of its

This bar area does more

functionality, for a well composed

than serve at parties. Its

drama of neat storage and gracious

strong lines bring definition

serving space. The rounded proportions

areas for other activities; the

of the doors carve out an identity for the
space, complemented by shelving and

to the larger room, anchoring
cabinets’ staggered heights
add cushy texture.

details such as wide finger pulls.

The deep pillows on
Napoli’s rails and stiles
are enhanced by a Black
glaze over Cappuccino
finish, bringing intensity to a
concise, modern setting. The
distinctive shape of the finger
pull adds flair.

Napoli Maple Cappuccino Black Glaze
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era collection

era collection
It is the beginning of a new era, drawn from the fashions, art, interior designs and architecture of past eras. The four sections of the new
Era Collection range from simple and distinguished as represented in the Colonial and Pioneer Eras to the decorative finesse seen in the
Classic and Golden Age Eras. Matching hardware for each era, plus beautiful finishes and combinations of corbels, legs and decorative
feet create a seamless transition from concept to finished room. These collections leave only one question: What’s your era?

Berkeley Rift Oak Tuscan & Weathered Slate Accents
Elgin Maple Palomino & Portabello Accents (Island)
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classic era

golden age era

Clear-cut beauty that has stood the test of time, reborn for

Prairies, plains and an open spirit. Influences of Shaker

Think heritage. Think clean lines and community feeling.

Traditional chic. From turn-of-the-century to Gatsby, with

you and your life today. Experience a world of European

style, of functional beauty. A simple dignity suitable for

Colonial and Shaker styles that invite you to the warmth

styles and details based on the authentic décor of the Art

glamour, in a suite of styles and details that show classical

looks from rustic to contemporary. Styles and details with

of the kitchen hearth, the family together. A gathering of

Noveau and related periods. Experience a romance of

balance and grace.

a firm grasp on the work to be done.

styles and details with a shared spirit.

lovely lines and details, scaled for your life today.

era collection

colonial era

era collection

pioneer era
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classic
A fresh new start, steeped in grand

era collection

European traditions of brilliant white
paired with fanciful embellishments.
While the Napier door is a natural with
classical era styles, it has the versatility
to work in many settings. Finished with
PureStyle™ Laminate, Napier is both
durable and easy to maintain.

Napier PureStyle™ Laminate Flat White
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The Classic Era, featuring the new Napier door, reflects the balance
exhibited in traditional Greek columns and the grace of an ornate settee.
Paired with the new Napier door, the glass knob dazzles, the intricate
twists of the key and back plate impress, and the knob quietly tags along.

classic era

era collection

KCKBPAS

KOCLAS

KGCLPTR

Classic Door Style: Napier
Classic Finish: Flat White
Classic Embellishments: Classic Bun Foot, Large Classic Open
Corbel, and Lille Foot (Order classic embellishments in Maple Alabaster
to match the Napier door style.)
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Napier PureStyle™ Laminate Flat White

pioneer
Berkeley’s wide rails and slab drawers

good match to a kitchen look of natural,
uncomplicated beauty. Its simplicity
fits Early North American styles, while
it is also a beautiful showcase for the
characteristics of rift oak, especially in
rustic or Shaker-inspired settings.
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Berkeley Rift Oak Tuscan & Weathered Slate Accents

era collection

give it heft and strength, making it a

The beauty of pure function, in clean-lined forms. Slightly weathered yet
modest, just like a farmhouse in the Great Plains, the Pioneer Era series
strikes the same tone as the Berkeley door: simple, sturdy and stylish.

era collection

pioneer era

era collection

KNPBPAC

PNPAC

Pioneer Door Style: Berkeley
Pioneer Finishes: Nutmeg, Tuscan, Sienna and Weathered Slate
Pioneer Embellishments: Medium Arts & Craft Open Corbel, 2 Side Tapered
Leg, 4 Side Tapered Leg, and Square Bun Foot

Berkeley Rift Oak Tuscan & Weathered Slate Accents
Elgin Maple Palomino
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colonial
If “retro cupboard” comes to mind after

era collection

studying the Elgin door, it’s no accident.
Born from the New Colony and Shaker
styles, Elgin uses a robust design with
wide rails and an inlay moulding to create
a door for comfortable living spaces that
retain period charm. Fair-toned finishes
pair well with this door style.

Elgin Maple Palomino with Portabello & Weathered Slate Accents
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A hammered surface on the Colonial Era hardware recalls the handworked detail that so often captures the charm of Colonial and Shaker
styles. With the Elgin door, this pull and knob set revives early North
American life, whether replicating the formality of church architecture or
the casual comfort of a colonial front porch.

KNCWI

PNCWI

Colonial Door Style: Elgin
Colonial Finishes: Alabaster Pewter Glaze, Alabaster Smoke Glaze,
Cappuccino, Crème Brulée, Millstone, Palomino, Portabello, Seashell,
Tuscan and Weathered Slate
Colonial Embellishments: Colonial Corbel and Colonial Turned Post
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Elgin Maple Palomino
Shown with No Inserts/Cut for Glass Doors (Available without applied moulding only)

era collection

colonial era

golden age
Inspired by art forms sweeping Europe

has the spirit of Art Nouveau. Pillowed
rails and stiles frame the door with the
curve of natural forms. Steps on the
raised door panel and beading on both
drawer and door invite the use of glazes
to enhance depth.
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Paxson Maple Crème Brulée & Cappuccino

era collection

at the turn of the 20th century, Paxson

Lavish embellishments and the dynamic lines of a classic roadster.
Golden Age Era finger pull, cup pull and knob decorate the Paxson door
as though they were straight from the Art Nouveau and Art Deco eras;
indeed Kitchen Craft designers were inspired by actual antique pulls and
knobs for the entire Era Collection.

golden age era
PGAFAB

era collection

KGAAB

PGACUAB

Golden Age Door Style: Paxson
Golden Age Finishes: Bordeaux, Bordeaux Black Glaze, Crème Brulée
(Maple only), Ginger, Ginger Mocha Glaze, Nutmeg, Nutmeg Black Glaze,
Nutmeg Mocha Glaze, Tuscan, Tuscan Black Glaze, and Tuscan Mocha Glaze
Golden Age Embellishments: Tulip Foot, Large Queen Anne Leg, and Large
Scroll Open Corbel

Paxson Maple Crème Brulée & Cappuccino
Paxson Maple Crème Brulée & Cappuccino
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Your new room should contain more than gorgeous surfaces. It should also enhance your life. Starting with the fullaccess frameless construction of Kitchen Craft’s European style cabinets, we add organization options galore, to give
you so many ways to live easier. From silverware to supplies, paper trails to mixing bowls; it’s all right there. Why struggle
to find what you need, when you can have things right at your fingertips? aXesso organization is here to help.

axesso organization

aXesso organization

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

Full access to your favorite

A. Slide-out Waste

B. Dispensa Pantry:

C. Magic Corner: The

Center: Sorting your

Open on both sides,

days of kneeling and

things. aXesso is a new look in

recycling has never

this seven-foot-high

digging are over. Make

organization, combining easy-

been easier.

pullout pantry combines

the product come to you

compact storage with

instead.

easy access to all your

A.

to-use pullouts for storage and
functionality. Whether you are

staples.

looking for waste management
options or enhanced storage

D. Six-inch Pullout:

E. Double Cutlery Tray:

F. Tray Divider: Eliminate

Cleaning supplies and

Neat and clean, and right

the need to stack cookie

food items will stay

where you need it.

sheets and muffin tins.

standing as you bring

solutions to maximize design,
aXesso is here to help.

Now each has its place.

them to your side. Also
available in nine-inch and
twelve-inch options.

G. Tilt-out Tray: Keep

H. Mixer Shelf: Ready,

I. Spice Tray: Easy

the kitchen tidy by

set, go! Pop-up, in-cabinet

access storage space for

using even the smallest

storage brings mixer to

herbs and spices.

spaces.

counter level when you
need it.
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It’s all about personality and all in the detail. Your personality, your carefully selected details. Consider the wealth of ideas
you can use to bring extra flair to the design of your kitchen, bath or other room. It’s an opportunity to display your taste
and personalize your project as you like. Whatever your passion—from period authenticity to bold imagination—any
space can be made unique. At Kitchen Craft, we take embellishment seriously, so you can have fun with it!

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

embellishments

embellishments

A. Heavy Crown
Moulding

B. Classic Bun
Foot
eracollection

C. Golden Age
Large Scroll Open
Corbel
eracollection

D. Aluminum
Square Leg
eurocollection

Express yourself. Embellishment
can spark fun, add glamour or
enhance the artistry of a well
designed room. Details can
unify different areas, complete

E. Straight Angle
Crown Moulding

F. Split Estate Post

I. Golden Age
Large Queen
Anne Leg
eracollection

J. Golden Age
Tulip Foot
eracollection

M. Colonial Corbel
eracollection

N. Brushed
Aluminum Tall
Tapered Leg
eurocollection

G. Metal Hood
eurocollection

K. Bijou Insert
eracollection

O. Medium Crown
Moulding

H. Arts & Crafts
Open Angle
Corbel
eracollection

L. Aluminum Finish
Caster
eurocollection

the look of customization. It’s so
easy to tailor your look just as
you want it, in every single inch.

P. Classic Lille
Foot
eracollection
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M.

N.

O.

P.

Bar Pull Large
Brushed Nickel
Antique Knob
Burnished Oil Rubbed Bronze

Antique Knob
Natural Iron

Classic Knob
Antique English

Classic Knob
Brushed Nickel

Frosted Murano Knob
Glass/Chrome

Bar Pull
Brushed Nickel

hardware

Traditional Knob
Burnished Brass

Traditional Knob
Wrought Iron

Traditional Knob
Brushed Nickel

Golden Age Knob
Antique Bronze
eracollection

Golden Age Cup Pull
Antique Bronze
eracollection

Traditional Pull
Burnished Brass
Convex Pull
Black Leather
eurocollection

New Colony Knob
Wrought Iron
eracollection
Bar Pull Large
Chrome

Classic Key with Backplate
Antique Silver
eracollection

Traditional Pull
Brushed Nickel
Cup Pull
Brushed Nickel

From hammered metal to vintage glass
to brushed nickel, there are knobs,

hardware

pulls and handles for every look.
Match eras and styles, or mix it up

Oriental Pull
Brushed Nickel
Pyramid Knob
Chrome

European Knob
Brushed Nickel

European Knob
Antique Iron

Oval Classic Knob
Antique Silver
eracollection

Classic Glass Knob
Glass with Pewter Base
eracollection

for eclectic energy. Whether it’s a well

Oriental Pull
Chrome

researched Art Noveau or Shaker style

Traditional Pull
Wrought Iron
Cup Pull
Natural Iron

Cup Pull
Burnished Oil Rubbed Bronze

Ribbed Pull
Natural Iron

detail, or modern streamlining, Kitchen
Craft details bring special flair to your

Cube Knob
Brushed Nickel

Pyramid Knob
Brushed Nickel

Pyramid Knob
Burnished Oil Rubbed Bronze

Pyramid Knob
Hammered Matte Black

cabinetry.

New Pioneer Knob with
Backplate
Antique Copper
eracollection

Transitional Pull
Brushed Nickel

Curved Pull
Nickel

Ribbed Knob
Natural Iron

Convex Knob
Black Leather
eurocollection

Ribbed Knob
Burnished Oil Rubbed Bronze

Glass Cube Knob
Glass and Brushed Nickel Base
eurocollection

T-Bar Pull
Brushed Nickel
eurocollection

Golden Age Finger Pull
Antique Bronze
eracollection

Rectangular Lift Pull
Brushed Nickel
eurocollection

Pyramid Pull
Hammered Matte Black

New Pioneer Pull
Antique Copper
eracollection

Step Pull
Brushed Nickel

New Colony Pull
Wrought Iron
eracollection

European Pull
Brushed Nickel

Flat Arch Pull
Antique English

European Pull
Antique Iron

Glass Cube Pull
Glass and Brushed Nickel Base
eurocollection

Large Square Knob
Brushed Nickel
eurocollection

Ribbed Pull
Burnished Oil Rubbed Bronze

Crescent Pull
Brushed Nickel

Crescent Pull Large
Brushed Nickel

Sleek Pull
Brushed Nickel
eurocollection

Inlay Pull
White and Chrome
eurocollection
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The wonderful versatility of frameless construction in a great variety of options. Kitchen Craft’s tradition of construction
excellence has always begun with the right materials, hinges that fit the needs of a modern lifestyle and designs that
allow for full access. The features associated with our standard cabinet boxes (see below) assure a well constructed
cabinet and respect any budget. What’s more, several upgrades give you the freedom to add features as desired.

box construction options

Concealed 110 degree,
6-way adjustable clip-on hinges

Standard Cabinet Box

construction

• European inspired full access frameless cabinet design
• Concealed 110 degree, 6-way adjustable clip-on hinges
• 5/8" thick furniture board cabinet sides
• Easy clean melamine cabinet interiors
• 5/8" thick horizontal crosspiece braces integrate sides to front and back of cabinet
• Full depth adjustable shelves
• 3/16" painted hardboard back
Standard Construction

Plywood Construction

Upgrades
• Plywood construction option - 5/8" plywood-core board replaces 5/8" particleboard-core in
all places where melamine is used in standard product line. Available for Maple and Cherry
Integra door styles only.
• Natural maple interior option
• Optional 170 degree hinge
• Optional soft-close for doors

Cabinet shown with Plywood Construction Option.
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Horizontal Crosspiece

Isn’t it great when aesthetics also open the door to better function? In addition to an interior that radiates natural warmth from
the wood and dovetail joints that are more noticeable, the revised wood drawer box offers more usable space in length and
height. And the new metal drawer box, with a metallic champagne color popular in modern appliances, fits beautifully in Euro
and frameless cabinets.

construction

drawer construction options
Hardwood Drawer Box

Melamine Drawer Box

• 11/16" solid hardwood sides, front and back

• Easy to clean, 5/8" white or natural maple

• 1/4" clear-coated, matching veneer plywood bottom which
provides increased durability against abrasion & staining

melamine sides, front and back*
• 3/16" melamine bottom

• Furniture-quality dovetail joinery in corners

• Pinned construction in corners

• Full extension, concealed soft-close guides extend drawer

• 3/4 extension, white side-mounted,

fully with closing mechanism that prevents drawer slamming

Full Extension Undermount Drawer Locking Device

epoxy coated steel guides

Dovetail construction on Hardwood Drawer Box

Full Extension Soft-Close Mechanism
on Wood Drawer Box

Metal Drawer Box
• Full accessibility, smooth function and great appeal
• Metallic champagne sides and white or natural maple drawer bottoms and backs to match interior of cabinet
• Full extension undermount drawer slides with integrated soft-close feature
• Double-wall drawer sides
• 5/8" thick melamine drawer bottom and back
• Easy installation and two dimensional drawer front adjustment
Large Metal Drawer Box shown with support rails for a drawer front
that is 10 ½" or greater in height and within a base 18" or deeper.

Optional Accessory: Box Sides for large metal drawers with a drawer
front that is 10 ½" or greater in height and within a base unit 21" or deeper.
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chelsea

hampton

lexington

marquis

regency

sheffield

summit

wellington

berkeley

elgin

paxson

napoli

sapri

era collection

era collection

era collection

euro collection

euro collection

mineral streaks.

plymouth/salem

include tiny “bird’s eye” dots and

chatham

may

door styles

uniform

appearance.

It

winfield

subtle grain pattern and smooth,

newhaven

pale reddish brown and has a

chamberlain

It ranges from creamy white to

westminster

well in many styles and finishes.

marquis cathedral

Full of character, maple works

brookfield

maple
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chelsea

hampton

lexington

marquis

plymouth

regency

sheffield

summit

wellington

berkeley

paxson

napoli

sapri

era collection

era collection

euro collection

euro collection

forward in fashion.

chatham

can be taken back in history or

winfield

adds elegance to any décor and

newhaven

door styles

golden yellow to deep red. Cherry

chamberlain

as it ages, blending hues from

westminster

deep brown and darkens naturally

marquis cathedral

Cherry ranges from tan blonde to

brookfield

cherry
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brookfield

chamberlain

chatham

chelsea

lexington

marquis

marquis cathedral

newhaven

plymouth

regency

salem

sheffield

wellington

westminster

winfield

berkeley

alder
Alder can range from very rustic

door styles

(heartwood, streaks, pin holes,
open knots) to quite clear and
unmarked. The color ranges from
pale red to reddish brown. A
softer wood than maple or cherry,
alder offers a stable surface for
finishes and stains.

era collection
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summit
sapri

door styles

plymouth

berkeley

mineral deposits, knots and wild-

salem

may include random worm holes,

salem

salmon red to dark cinnamon. It

regency

pattern and tawny patina, from

rift oak
marquis cathedral

Oak has a very strong, open-grain

newhaven

marquis

hampton

chelsea

oak

Rift oak is cut at an angle to the
rings of the tree, so that its grain
shows off interesting “flames,”
“flakes” and “rays.” Its distinctly
artistic look can be applied to any

grain patterns. Oak is a durable

style and can look dramatically

hardwood suited to traditional,

modern.

casual or rustic looks.

summit

sheffield

euro collection

era collection
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as well as the sustainably grown

colors and wood grain patterns makes thermofoil

glamour, serenity, and eco-styling.

complement to wood.

 MDF

contemporary styling, including the
Euro collection.

euro collection

euro collection

terni bamboo

 High Gloss Woodgrain Thermofoil

euro collection

 High Gloss Color Thermofoil

real wood and result in less deforestation
of slow growing species. The veneers
represent a modern grain creating a
repeatable pattern on the Summit and
Terni door styles.

terni white oak 

precision of paint, the durability of a laminate
and the sensibility of those who care about
creating a better environment -- inside and
outside their home.

These species all work well in

	
Eco-Friendly Veneers resemble

pamli 

	
PureStyle™ Laminate displays the

euro collection

bamboo, increase your options for
era collection

door styles

that resemble teak and mahogany,

maintenance lifestyle. A choice of high-gloss

both classic and contemporary, on its own or as a

summit teak 

Specialty and eco-friendly veneers

summit white oak 

calvi 

and maintain, good for high-use areas or a low-

napier 

Doors of MDF and thermofoil are easy to clean

summit mahogany 

elite 

elite cathedral 

specialty

thermofoil & mdf
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finishes

cherry

oak/rift oak

maple

standard
finishes

standard
finishes

standard
finishes

premium
finishes

premium
glazes

bordeaux

tuscan

toffee black glaze

cappuccino

toffee

bordeaux

alabaster

palomino

bordeaux black glaze

cappuccino

premium
glazes

tuscan black glaze

espresso

tuscan

cappuccino

black

portabello

cappuccino black glaze ginger mocha glaze

espresso

bordeaux black glaze

espresso

chamomile

seashell

espresso black glaze

ginger

cappuccino black glaze

nutmeg mocha glaze

honey

premium
finishes

ginger

charcoal

wasabi green

gunmetal blue black glaze nutmeg mocha glaze

nutmeg

espresso black glaze

russet mocha glaze

russet

charcoal

natural

crème brulée

weathered slate

nutmeg black glaze

seashell mocha glaze

russet

nutmeg black glaze

sienna mocha glaze

sienna

weathered slate

nutmeg

gunmetal blue

tuscan black glaze

toffee mocha glaze

sienna

russet black glaze

toffee mocha glaze

spice

toffee

millstone

toffee black glaze

tuscan mocha glaze

toffee

sienna black glaze

tuscan mocha glaze

nutmeg

tuscan

moonlight

wasabi green black glaze alabaster pewter glaze

 Only available on Rift Oak door styles

	
Not available on Summit

	
Not available on Napoli & Sapri

	
Not available on Summit

ginger mocha glaze

ginger

	
Not available on Napoli & Summit

alabaster mocha glaze

natural mocha glaze

	
Not available on Napoli, Sapri, & Summit

seashell pewter glaze

alabaster smoke glaze

seashell smoke glaze

seashell suede glaze
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finishes

alder

thermofoil & mdf

standard
finishes

premium
glazes

ginger

nutmeg black glaze

natural

russet black glaze

nutmeg

toffee black glaze

standard mdf
finishes

high gloss
color thermofoil

toffee mocha glaze

flat antique

black

tuscan mocha glaze

flat white

red

white

russet

tuscan black glaze

standard
PureSytle™
laminate finish

toffee

ginger mocha glaze

flat white

tuscan

natural mocha glaze

nutmeg mocha glaze

high gloss
woodgrain
Thermofoil

biani

camagon

	
Only available on Elite

palermo

and Elite Cathedral

	
Only available on Napier
	
Only available on Calvi
	
Only available on Pamili
russet mocha glaze

prosecco

